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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
QuantumMark LLC is Traveling to Australia!  

RENO, Nev. (July 11, 2016) – QuantumMark will be visiting the cities of Melbourne, Sydney, and 

Brisbane as part Governor Sandoval’s International Trade Mission to Australia. Kim West, 

Director of Business Development, will be making the trip in hopes of building stronger 

relationships with State government and Nevada companies, as well as seeking opportunities to 

build working relationships with public and private sector organizations in Australia. 

The trade delegation’s events start in Melbourne on July 27th with stops in Sydney and 

Brisbane. The delegation will return to Nevada on August 6th. Throughout the trip there will be 

networking events, business-to-business meetings, and presentations as well as free-time to 

discover the beautiful continent of Australia. QuantumMark will be sharing the journey with 

seven other trade and tourism delegates along with Governor Sandoval, State staff, the 

Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED) and delegates from higher education, 

mining, water and the Las Vegas economic development authority. 

We invite you to follow us on our social media and networking sites as we share this notable 

experience. 

For the latest information on QuantumMark, LLC please visit us on our Facebook page at 

www.facebook.com/QuantumMark or follow us on Twitter at 

https://twitter.com/QuantumMarkLLC. Connect with us on LinkedIn at 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/quantummark-llc and join us on Google+ at 

https://plus.google.com/+QuantummarkLLC. 

 

About Nevada Trade Missions 

Nevada Trade Missions have been funded through the STEP Grant and are designed to 

introduce Nevada companies to international distributors and buyers in foreign countries who 

are looking to form business relationships and purchasing opportunities. Trade missions like the 

one to Australia have already been successful in countries like Ireland, Britain, Poland, Mexico 

and Israel. To find more about these trade missions follow the link below. 
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http://nvsearch.nv.gov/search?affiliate=stateofnevada&query=Trade%20missions 

 

About QuantumMark, LLC 

QuantumMark, LLC, a women-owned small business, is led by two highly disciplined and 

focused leaders with more than 30 years of experience in providing project management and 

project quality assurance expertise to private sector and large-scale public sector projects. The 

sole focus of QuantumMark, LLC is to achieve success for our clients. With a partnership 

approach, QuantumMark, LLC ensures that clients will have the appropriate level of 

involvement to ensure that results are on-target, on-time and on-budget.  

 
Contact: 
Kim West  
Kim@quantummark.com 
775.853.4666 
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